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An Unvarnished North American Swiss Diary 

It's Thursday night and Barry & I wander up to the third floor after the evening session hoping to locate 
teammates for the 3 day National Swiss starting tomorrow.  I see a West Coast friend, Margie Michelin, who 
plays a lot and knows a lot of players.  We hook up with one of our Open BAM teammates, Helene Bauman, 
and Bob & Ellen Kent from Marina del Ray.  Our BAM mate, Helene has a Sunday evening plane and they're 
looking for a third pair. Helene hit the Mixed Pairs overalls with her Precision partner, Bob Klein,  & Helene 
tells me Bob has won a National event (a long time ago).  The weekend promises to be action-filled with 
many unduplicated auctions.  

Friday doesn't start too well.  Barry & I are out the first two matches and we have only 12VPs falling to Dano 
De Falco,  Gabriella Olivieri ,Patricia Cayne - Jacqui Mitchell by 6imps and to Jim Looby,  Ed Ulman,  Bill 
Kent, Walter Schafer Jr,  Steven Love & Chris Moll by 13imps.  14 imps slipped away on a misdefense in 
4♥♥X.  Morale is not so good.

But coming up the backside playing against other 'losers' might work out.  Indeed, we score a blitz against a 
team from Washington state.  I wander up to the leader board after Round 3.  With over 180 teams in the 
event I am astonished there are only 3 teams in the 50s after 3 rounds.  It's obviously tough to average 17VPs 
in this field.

Match 4. We dismantle a team with a professional pair from Australia, Paul Lavings & Joan Butts, playing 
with Marshall Lewis & Lee De Simone.  The match was remarkable for the odd 2♠♠ opener my RHO made 
with 6=0=6=1 shape.  I had great diamonds myself but no takeout double.  The dummy hit with 1=5=1=6 
shape and we extracted the maximum:  down 6 for +300.  Barry had 5 good spades.  In fact, I gave him a 
diamond ruff at trick 10 so he could pull the rest of the trump.  That team went on to finish 4/5th in the 
Sunday A/X Swiss, so they weren't pushovers, but we were on the right side of almost every decision.
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It's time for dinner.  We now have 51VPs on a 40 average, so we will Q for day 2 if we hold our own the rest 
of the way.  I again check the leader board.  With 80VPs available not one team is in the 70s.  Over 20 teams 
are still undefeated.  This is a tight field.

Our precision teammates must still be digesting their dinner during the fifth match.  We play in a nothing to 
talk about diamond partial for -130 which I figured was lose 1 (we missed a trick) unless our teammates get 
overaggressive and end up in a hopeless 3N.  No, it's worse.  They decided to double the opponents in 1♠♠ and 
go -160 to lose 7.  On the next board I have a chance to go plus 110 if I play an overcaller of partner's 1N to 
have 2 spades after his Capp 2♥♥ overcall.  I guess wrong for down one. But it's lose 6 when the opponents 
were allowed to make 3 spades!??  We lose the match by 5imps and stand with 58VPs.

The sixth match is rather wild.  We are playing against a friend from Michigan who is a strong player; at the 
other table a Grand Life Master is playing with someone I don't know with over 10,000MPs  Teammates find 
a nice 6♣ ♣ contract and we win 12.  Then 2 double digit losses.  We stay out of a game that doesn't make only 
to find that our teammates did not beat game at the other table.  And then there was this declarer play 
problem:

LHO opened 1♦♦ in third chair all white and it was passed 
to me.  I balanced with 1N.  Barry tried stayman and drove 
to game opposite my 2♥♥ call. LHO didn't think we could 
make it!

My LHO led the ♠♠A and shifted to a diamond.  RHO put in 
the ♦♦J.  A heart to the 9 and K (RHO plays the 7) and it 
was decision time in the club suit. Maybe I should have 
won trick 2 in dummy to make the club play.

Run the ♣♣Q?  Lead low to the ♣♣9?  LHO appears to be 
4=4=4=1, or 4=4=3=2, or 3=4-?-?

What is your play?

Here is the entire hand:



Running the ♣♣Q works if RHO covers, but fails if he ducks.  I did not solve this one.  Unfortunately, our teammate 
defender inexplicably switched to their stiff club at trick 2 leading to -590 and 12 imps away.  When the smoke cleared 
we'd lost by 10 and now sat with 64VPs, still above the cut line but not comfortably.

I have another decision in Round 7:

Indeed 9 tricks were available.  I invited and we lost
been more optimistic.  We stand at 76VPs instead of 

Partner opens a strong NT and you stayman to hear 
he has no major.

We were vulnerable. Do you go? Or invite with 2N.
 
The nice major suit 'pushers' tilt toward bidding 3N.  
10 imps.  We won  the match 13-10, but I wish I'd 
 79 we'd have had if I'd bid game.

Barry & I sit out the last match which we lose 12-14.  But 9 VPs puts us at 85 so it's on to the second day. 
Our teammate fell victim to laziness in game holding a 10 card spade fit.  A straight crossruff  leads to a push, 
but he thought he could get away with a trump play.  The AQ9 was behind his K and the opponent played 3 
rounds to leave him a trick short.  

We could have had more VPs, 5 on that misplayed crossruff, but we are alive for Day 2.  When the 
carryovers are posted it's more clear why the field was bunched at halftime.... the clients were playing first 
half.   Carolyn Lynch, Mike Passell, Adam Zmudzinski, Garey Hayden, & Cezary Balicki had a dynamic 
second half and sport a whopping 30VP carryover.

We are lying 72/76 with only 1.5VP carryover.  We'll need to be above average in Saturday's field of 92.
I peruse the teams we are tied with wondering who we will draw in our first match. The only team I know to 
be dangerous is Bob Todd - Douglas Fisher - Neil Kimelman, David McLellan – Don Domansky,  Brad Bart.
Don & co. came down to the Gopher a couple of years back and won 2KOs after a fizzle in the Hall KO.



Barry & I are sit out the first 2 matches again. Bad luck  We draw team Canada and lose 7-14. A nonvul 
game needing a finesse makes for opps for 7imps away.  A teammate is grumbling that their game bid which 
made could have been set at the other table.  A game is reached by our teammates at both tables!  Neither 
made for another 7 imps away.  We are at a stationary table & i've secured our own set of boards, so I get a 
chance to write this one down!

NS in 3N undoubled beats an EW major suit part score.  I've no idea of the auctions at either table. Our EW 
was not Carnac and failed in 4♥♥X. A good partscore decision, an overtrick and a +120 vs a -100 are our imp 
wins to shrink the losing margin.  

I never see our second opponent but we turn the table slightly for a 14-7 win. A slam set while our teammates 
went plus was worth 11.  I casually wander the playing area to find a glimpse of Bill Gates and finally do so.

Barry & I  come in for round 3 and nip unknown opponents by 3imps, 15-12, but I can't help but feel we let 
11 imps and 4VPs get away on this collection:

2♣♣ over 1M describes any number of hand types:  a balanced 12-14 or 18+, a club GF, or a 3 card limit raise 
in the major.  We'd never talked about GF 2 suiters with primary (longer) clubs.  I was not comfortable 



throwing a 3♦♦ curveball after 1♥♥ – 2♣,♣, 2♦♦ (describe your hand) – 3♦♦.  I rebid the GF 3♣♣ . I raised  Barry's 
3♦♦ rebid to 4♦♦. A case could be made that this is minorwood:  we are in a GF, past 3N, with a confirmed fit. 
Barry is not that proud of his Jxxxx second suit and 'reraises' to 5♦♦.  This is certainly not a RKC reply. I'm 
not done yet and try 5♠♠.  Barry is in full backpedal mode, chooses not to show his club control.  With evenly 
breaking diamonds the grand slam is a cakewalk, but it makes even with the 4-0 break.  Barry plays super 
safe for +920 to lose an imp.  During the break we add GF 2 suiters with primary clubs to our description.

The other big swing in the match:

After  1♣♣-4♥♥-5♣♣-?  I had to decide whether to take the push.  My RHO's 5♣♣ call worked really well. He 
anticipated partner with long clubs I guess. Visions of a double game swing ran through my mind so I took 
the push to 5♥♥.  Barry's ♠♠J meant that 5♣♣ was not going to make.  Lose 11.  Our red vs. white teammates sell 
out to 4♥♥ for -420.  As we wait for our next assignment I wonder if our teammates could have found 4♠♠. 
East's 5♣♣ gave me the last guess & I was wrong.  Still wondering how East found his bid.

Round 4 has us seated against Eric Leong and 3 guns: a Swede and 2 Japanese: Ulf Nilsson;  Hiroaki Miura – 
Tadashi Teramoto.  The round is flat but I have hopes.  The affable Swede bids a non-forcing NT over Eric's 
1♠♠ opener.  They scratch out +90 when the ♣♣K is onside.  I'm hoping our teammates can do better:



It is not to be.  They reach a hopeful 5♣♣ with barely ½ the deck needing both the ♣♣K and ♥♥Q onside.  Lose 
4.We win the match 6-4 with +6 on another board.  The first half  on Saturday has been nip and tuck the 
whole way.  We are going to need to play well and have some good fortune to make the finals.  Including the 
average carryover which I figure to be about 8 or 9, we are a little below the cutline.

Good luck, in fact great good fortune!  In round 5 we meet a team (Flight B?) that must have been really 
glad just to be in the event for day 2.  When the smoke clears we have a blitz 34-2.  We bid a vulnerable 
game not bid at the other table.  They take a white vs. red sac hoping for +4 imps.  But the total is 1400! for 
+13 our way.  The goddess Bridgitta has returned equity from the difficult first round this morning.  If we can 
hold our own through the last 3 matches we'll be in the finals.

Round 6:  We are playing against Californians I don't know except Ellis Feigenbaum, the husband of our 
team's matchmaker. We lose by 3imps 12-15.  Barry suffers what seems like an obvious uppercut to go -50 in 
4♠♠.  They don't find the defense at our teammates table (lose 10).  But we hold a heart partial to 3 and our 
teammates are in game making (win 7). It's yet another match where an additional 4or 5VPs was missed.

Round 7:  Billy and Walt  are at our table.  It's a playback from our second match from Friday against Jim 
Looby & Ed Ulman (sitting out), Bill Kent, Walter Schafer Jr,  Steven Love, Chris Moll.  It's a few overtrick 
imps for them, a partscore partial for us.... and a minor disaster.  Walt opens a 4th chair 1NT opener (a King 
shy) and passes Billy's jacoby transfer and 2N invite:

I lead the top of my diamond sequence.  Walt wins the ♦♦K and plays the suit right back.  Barry sheds the ♥♥2 
and ♥♥7 at tricks 2 & 3. We play standard carding.  When the smoke clears we are -120 instead of +200. 
Instead of a match imp score of 7-3 it is 5-9.  It's 8VPs instead of 12.  We are sitting out the last match and I 
am nervous.

Round 8:  Billy Miller's Senior KO winning client Vinita Gupta is sitting out and we are facing Billy & Adam 
Kaplan, Dan Jacob & Jurek Czyzowicz.  I'm too nervous to try the evening treat: a spinach & artichoke snack 
dip...Bob & Helene's successful NV club barrage with an 11 card fit, not made at the other table?!, is a vul 
game swing and the margin of victory. We KO the pros with 14VPs and are sitting 31st among 46 finalists.  



Hand records and screens tomorrow.  Smiles all around.  Yeah!  The 30' drive back to the condo is the 
happiest I've been all week.  We will be  in for the first two matches on Sunday as our team captain is 
checking out of the hotel and packing up their car.  

Our first match is against  friends from Ohio:  Ken Kranyak (John's dad & Laurie's husband) & Bernie 
Greenspan. I don't know the other two: Michael Creager &  Kent Goulding.  I/we screw up on board 1:

Barry raises my 2♠♠ opener to 3♠♠ after a double.  A McCabe XX 
followed by a raise is how we show a top honor raise. He had other 
options including a McCabe lead director of 3♣♣.  

We defend 4♥♥ and I do not heed his discouraging suit preference 
♠♠2.  When  I don't switch to a club at T2 it's all over.  Barry's mad 
and I'm confused.  Not the best way to start the finals.

We could have won 3imps with a +50 at both tables.  Our 
opponents took the push to 4♠♠ which would have made had the ♦♦J 
been onside.  Instead it was lose 9.  

I respond 1N to Barry's could be short 1♣♣.  Barry puts me in game.
East hopes that the club opener IS short and leads the ♣♣K.  Ah, 
those sweet club intermediate spots!

I subsequently squeeze West in the reds to make +430.  Our 
teammates are buoyantly +50.

A few over undertrick imps on two other boards.

We eke out a 13-11 match win.  Our teammates are not happy & 
rightfully so.  The 11 we gave up were on us.  The habit of leaving 
4-5VPs on the table has leaked into Day 3.

We play against a mostly California team in match 2: Stephen McConnell,  Blake Rundquist,  Richard 
Meffley, & Warren Cederborg.  Warren and his wife played with us at last year's Gopher. Our opponents 
breezed into a spade slam on Bd11 while our teammates have a Precision 2♦♦ (short diamond) disaster ending 
in a failing 4-1 diamond partial on after a cuebid was passed.   Lose 14.  On the next board Barry is down in 
an unmakeable 3N that our teammates don't beat.  Lose 13.  On Bd13 we push when we could have won 12 
on a better defense.  We manage 1 VP in a match that could have been won..

In the third match, the precision pair sits out, but it gets worse.  We play a strong team from the St. Louis 
area, Jack Bryant - Nancy Popkin, Alan Popkin,  James Ward, Tom Oppenheimer.  On 15 our opponents stop 
in 3N making 5 while our teammates go for 200 in 6N, lose 13.  On 16 it is Barry's turn:

1♦♦ 2♦♦    (GF) 
2N 6N    ??    Barry ought to have made a quantitative raise. 6♦ ♦ has 
play if you can locate the ♥♥Q, but not 6N. 

The other table had a bidding disaster also.  They stopped in a 
diamond partial! We could have won 10 instead of losing 8.

Two negative part score swings put us in blitzed mode. The deal is 
sealed when opponents reach a making 5♣♣ contract not gotten to by 
our teammates.  We are now out until the 7th match and head to a 
sports bar for football & hopes that our teammates can right the ship.



The second set is to start at 5pm.  We check in to find that the bleeding stopped but winning hasn't returned.
The fourth match, against a mostly Canadien team: Pascale Gaudreault, Marc-Andre Fourcaudot, Marius 
Moldovan,  Allison Howard,  & Ranald Davidson was tied at 6-6. At the break, with  ~5VP carryover we 
have only 27VPs and are holding up almost the entire field. 

Our 5th match opponent is a Bridgewinners contributor, Polly Siegel. I'm sorry not to be in for this one. We've 
had a few conversations during the week.  Her enthusiasm for growing her game should be bottled and mass 
marketed.  Imps were scored on only 2 boards, +4 & +8 came our way and 15VPs.  We're now 41st  of 46.
Before heading back to watch some Reisinger VuGraph I note that we will be playing the Women's BAM 
winners in match 6:  Phyllis Fireman, Shannon Cappelletti, SylvieWillard,  Benedicte Cronier, Meike Wortel,
Marion Michielsen.  Shannon & the client are sitting out.  

Barry & I come back to learn it's a shutout.... AND it's the Internationalists who were shut out.  There are no 
less than 4 part score swings all in our favor for 1,1,4, & 6 imps.  Our precision pair, in a non-forcing 1♦♦  
opening auction, reaches and makes slam not bid at the other table. 25-0 means 19VPs.  We've moved up to 
35th.  Read Bob Klein's fascinating story of the key hand:12/10/13 post at http://jennbridge.blogspot.com/ 

Match 7 vs. Hemant Lall - Petra Hamman, Bob Balderson & Paul Meerschaert.  Peggy Kaplan & Emily 
Harrell are sitting out.  I want to win this one!  Things don't start out too well. 
We lose 2 and 4 on part score swings. 

                                    Then Bob opens a Polish club on Bd. 17and Barry overcalls 1♦♦. 
. .                                 Bob reopens with a double and Paul  leaves the double in.             . 

                                     It's your lead?   (Answer on next page)

MGSC members have seen this hand.  Our teammates play a weak 
NT.  At both tables the opening bid was 1♣♣.  1N is out of range for 
Bob  & Paul.

At both tables West overcalled 1♦♦.  Our teammates play transfers 
and were able to rightside the 4♠♠ contract.  At our table North was 
the declarer and 3 rounds of diamonds defeated the game.  Win 12!
A 14-16 NT range would have rightside the contract.

On 1Bd.19 We held 3N to 3 for a 1 imp gain and board 21 was a 
push at 660, 

I opened 2♠♠ and Barry raised.  Paul bid 4♦♦ and Bob raised. 
Playing K for Kount from AK at the 5 & 6 level allowed Barry to 
play the ♠♠8.  I dutifully found the heart switch for +200.

Our teammates were defending 3N and must have led a low 
diamond as they were only +100.  I don't know the auction only 
the result.  They might have been +700!
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What did you lead against 1♦♦X?

Paul chose, unfortunately, the ♣♣A.  We end up  +240 and our 
teammates were +110 in 3♣♣ was an 8 imp pickup.

The match score was 28-6 for 18VPs and we are now at 79VPs 
after 7 matches and on the verge of  finishing in the top half of the 
field! Whodathunkit!

We are above average for the day,  amazing after our poor start and 
I am told we are now 25th.  

We draw a team from mostly District 6 in the last match.  John Adams, a frequent Bridgewinners contributor, 
is playing with Sylvia Shi, an ACBL  newcomer who won the 2011 Mini-McKenney in the 0-5MP category 
with nearly 500MPs and the 2012 Mini-McKenney in the 500-1,000MP category with nearly 900MPs. That 
is some meteoric performance!  I don't know their teammates  Mark Dahl & Richard Reitman.  

Bd 22 the opponents stretch to a 3N on 24hcp.  We beat it and win 5imps.
Bd 23 Barry leads from his ♦♦KQx against 4♠♠.  Dummy has Jxx and the game comes in. But our teammates 
score up an overtrick!  Win 1. Whew!
Bd 24 the opponents don't find the spade shift that can beat me in 4♣♣ and we win 1 imp.
Bd. 25 is a push in a routine heart partial.
Bd 26 is another push in a routine heart game making with an uptrick.
Bd 28 seems like a normal 3N for us down 2 when the diamond finesse fails.  At the other table they are in 
4♥♥ and also fail by 2 for a push.  Bd. 27 was the penultimate board, in more ways than one:

-500.  I'm wondering what Sylvia would 
and Barry doubled what would the score 

I step out of line a bit with my shapely 7 loser hand to double 1♦♦.
Everyone all week has opened on air and I'm thinking I can get in 
early and be done bidding.  Our opponents have overbid & 
underdefended so far.

North has a redouble in my book, but passes and Barry bids 1N.
When it comes back to North he's now in with a double.  Deep 
finesse sez we are booked for -100 in 1NX,  Barry decides to run 
to 2♦♦.  Sylvia has a call for this!  I consider bidding 2♠♠ but don't.

When the smoke clears Barry is smoking hot as we write down  
do if Barry passed the double.  Would she bid?  If she bid 2♦♦ 
 have been? West overcalled 1♠♠ at the other table &ended in 3♠♠

Our teammates failed to double for a push.  So it's lose 8.  The match ends 7-8 and 9VPs for us and 88VPs 
for the day, just about average when you include average carryovers.  Over the 3 days we had 85VPs, 93VPs, 
& 83VPs.  It's good for 25th overall and nearly 30 Platinum points.

We could have been 22nd without the one bad board in the last match. Barry is now Platinum Pairs eligible 
and I now can play Platinum Pairs forever having reached 200 so  I'm not complaining.  Everyone on our 
team could have played better, but we didn't give up.  When I look at the leaderboard I think the North 
American Swiss is like a super A/X Swiss.  The better you play the tougher the opposition.  To crack the top 
15 you need to be at the top of your game and be in luck.  We weren't.  Team Lynch, with a huge carryover, 
did not win a match in the first final and tied their 5th match opponent before righting their ship.  If we'd been 
right on all of the 4-5VP slips we might have been facing even tougher opposition and not ended up any 
higher.  It was a great experience.  Next up:  the 0-10,000 KOs (mini-Vandy)


